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The Skeptic's Challenge 

 

THE TRADITIONAL QUESTIONS 

- Basic epistemic questions: Socratic Questions 

- Purpose of epistemic appraisal 

 

THE PHILOSOPHICAL SKEPTIC 

- The question is not whether we can refute philosophical skeptics.  

- information about human fallibility.  

- Does this information provides us knowledge? 

- awareness about human fallibility is actually in favour of epistemic appraisals 

- tautology of skepticism: are we justified in believing the ground of doubts? 

- the "perhaps-youare-wrong" skeptics:  

- Descartes' supposition of a malicious demon 

- Hilary Putnam’s BIV argument.  

- skeptics are not saying that we are justified in believing that we are in the vat. They are saying that we 

are not justified in believing that we are not in the vat. 

- The reply: the conclusion does not follow from the premises.  

- It takes no great logical acumen to see that no logical contradiction is involved in affirming the 

premises and at the same time denying the conclusion 

- Skeptics third premise: If those of your experiences which you think are perceptions and memories are 

such that it is logically possible to have those experiences without perceiving or remembering anything, 

then you are not justified in believing that you are now perceiving external things or remembering past 

events. 

- Response to skeptics’s third argument: What justification do you have for thinking that your complex 

philosophical proposition is more reasonable for me than the belief that I am surrounded by familiar 

physical things? 

- skeptics produce a kind of reductio ad absurdum argument 

 

EPISTEMOLOGISTS' FAITH IN THEMSELVES 

-  the traditional questions: (A) What am I justified in believing? 

-  second question forces itself upon us: (B) What am I justified in presupposing when I try to find out 

what I am justified in believing? 

-  If I'm not justified in making any presuppositions when I try to answer the first question, then I will 

have no reasonable way of evaluating any of the answers that may come to mind.  

-  Certain things are presupposed by the fact that one is able to ask the questions. 

-  The ability to ask, "What can I know?" and "What am I justified in believing?" presupposes that one 

has the concepts of knowledge and of epistemic justification.   

- "It would be absurd to look for something if one had no idea at all of what one is looking for.   

-  (P 1) I have an idea of what it is for a belief to be justified and I have an idea of what it is for a belief 

not to be justified; I have an idea of what it is to know something; and I have an idea of what it is for 

one thing to be more justified for me than another. 

-  I consider my various beliefs and try to order or rank them with respect to their justification. This 

presupposes that I can know something about my beliefs and present state of mind.  
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-  (P2) I am justified in believing that I can improve and correct my system of beliefs. I can eliminate the 

ones that are unjustified and add others that are justified, and I can replace less justified beliefs about 

those topics by beliefs about them that are more justified. 

-  there are some properties such that, if I have them, then I can be said to know directly that I have them. 

-  Internalism: One presupposes that there are certain things one can know about oneself without the need 

of any outside assistance. 

-  Human’s epistemic capacity, rationality. 

-  Epistemologists presuppose, then, that they can succeed. This means, therefore, that they have a kind of 

faith in themselves.   

  

ON THE JUSTIFICATION OF THIS FAITH 

Am I justified in making such presuppositions? 

- three possible belief-attitudes  

(1) I may deny the proposition; or  

(2) I may affirm the proposition; or  

(3) I may withhold the proposition.  

- If I deny that the faith is justified, then it would hardly be reasonable for me to pursue the task of 

traditional epistemology. And if I affirm that the faith is justified, then I will be faced with questions 

about justification once again - this time questions about my justification for believing that the 

traditional presuppositions are justified. The wise epistemologist, therefore, would provisionally 

withhold belief in the proposition that his faith is justified. 

- One may object, "But it is unreasonable to proceed if you do not think you are justified in proceeding!" 

The answer is, of course, that that is not unreasonable. What is unreasonable is to procede when you 

think you are not justified in proceding. And from the fact that you do not think you are justified, it 

does not follow that you do think you are not justified. 

 

THE PROBLEM OF THE CRITERION 

- "What do we know?" "What is the extent of our knowledge?" and  

- "How are we to decide, in any particular case, whether we know?" "What are the criteria of knowing?" 

- If we know the answer to either one of these questions, then, perhaps, we may devise a procedure that 

will enable us to answer the other.  

- Is there a way out?  

- two possibilities: (1) Particularists’ approach: We may try to find out what we know or what we are 

justified in believing without making use of any criterion of knowledge or of justified belief.   

- Or  (2) Generalists’ or Methodists’ approach: we  may  try  to  formulate  a criterion  of  knowledge  

without appeal to any instances of knowledge or of justified belief.  

- I have assumed that we can know something about our beliefs. we begin as "particularists": we identify 

instances of knowing without applying any criteria of knowing or of justification. 

- epistemic justification is objective, internal, and immediate.   

- epistemic justification is objective in that it can itself constitute an object of justification and 

knowledge. It is possible to know that we know and it is possible to be justified in believing. 


